


TIMELESS BEAUTY  THAT LASTS
The outer body is built with zinc die casting for extreme durability. 
Nickel plating and clear coating on top of  it finishes the touch with premium 
and sleek fashion.

The slim outer body of KeyinS is created 
using IML(In-Mold Lable) methodology 
to reach the extreme 3mm bezel, 
which is more than 60% less than other locks.

Security Features
Electric  Neutralization Lockdown

Intruder / Damage Alert 

Fire Alert & Immediate Opening 

Hacking Neutralization Fake Password 

Convenient Features

Low Battery Alarm 

 

Keyin IoT App Water Resistant

Temporary Power 

Volume Control   

IMMEDIATE  LOCKING
THE MOST PERFECT SECURITY
Introducing revolutionary security technology of KeyinS. 
The ‘Zero Second Locking’.

Most smart door locks operate the motor to lock the dead bolt after sensing 
door closure.  
This mechanic algorithm, in nature, makes a ‘time gap’ between door closure 
and actual locking operation.

KeyinS, on the other hand, is perfectly locked when the door is closed. This is 
because the diagonally shaped dead latch of KeyinS smartly uses the physical 
force of the door movement to bounce in and out the latch for perfect locking 
with zero time gap. 

   Patent No.
10-2021-0033009 

Card key Password AppFingerprint
(sold separately)

3D  CONVEX  VOLUME

LESS IS MORE



Open up possibilities with PLUS LINK
PLUS LINK is a platform that upgrades

the value of the product not only when buying it, 

but during the whole lifecycle of the product.

With Keyin PLUS LINK, users can always upgrade 
the value and feature of their current products 
with ease. 
It is a platform, meaning new accessaries will 
come out with PLUS LINK, and they will be 
compatible with all PLUS LINK locks.

Plus FINGER Plus CARD
(to be released)

Plus NUMBER
(to be released)

Bluetooth 5.0

Easy installation 
with tape or screw.

Fast and accurate
fingerprint sensing.

Upgradeable to previous 
Keyin locks without 
changing.

Bluetooth 5.0  
Low energy with enhanced 
security.

Freedom of location
All smart locks embodies authentication parts in the main product, meaning the 

location is fixed with the product itself. 

Is that the best way? What about children with short heights or handicapped on 

wheelchair?

Keyin’s Plus FINGER can be installed anywhere you want. 

On the door, on the wall, inside the door, or you can even carry it if you wish!

You can just stick it, or screw it for better stability. 

All the choices are up to you.



Safety, One step further.
The Plus LOCK

KeyinE, the Plus LOCK, assures safety even when the door is open, 
while providing easy and secured access to users outside also.

It is just so much more than previous safety chain. 
With the convergence of analogue and cutting edge IoT technology, 
the Plus LOCK is an absolute paradigm changer to smart locks. 

LINK THE PLUS LOCK 
TO YOUR KEYIN DOOR LOCK.
OPEN UP SO MUCH MORE VALUES.

➁ Double
      Locking

➀ First 
      Locking

SYNC LOCKING

DOUBLE  LOCKING

Lock/Unlock the device in app

Manual Button
(OPEN / CLOSE)

① Unlock ② Lock ③ Check in locked state

SAFE OPEN BUTTON

FULL OPEN BUTTON

Want to check who is outside before really 
unlocking the door? 
Press the ‘Safe Open Button’ and the 
smart door lock will open with the Plus 
LOCK still locked. Safely check outside 
with security.

THE WORLD’S FIRST PATENT MOTORIZED 20MM SLIDE LOCKING MECHANISM.

Pressing the ‘OPEN BUTTON’ while both 
locks are linked unlocks 
both the Plus LOCK and door lock with 
one button press.

The Plus LOCK links to your Keyin smart 
door lock, knows when  the door is closed, 
and locks itself automatically.

The Plus LOCK is also a lock itself. After Keyin 
smart door lock secures the door, the Plus LOCK 
goes one step further to lock it one more time.



Download our Keyin app for free. 
After a simple connection steps, your lock will provide a much 
upgraded experience.

With Keyin app, users can issue 3 types of keys with one touch. 
Also, it is simple to manage and change authorization of each keys.

Keyin One Touch Key Issuing

Every Keyin device uses Bluetooth 5.0 with low energy and 
enhanced security. We built a tiny chip to put in all our devices.�

This way our devices can be connected with themselves 
and connected to your smart phone directly or remotely by 
using our Bluetooth-WiFi bridge.

What makes all this possible !!
Keyin IoT Ecosystem

Connect Space, Safety and People
Keyin Smart Connection

* It works only when you approach the door while holding a smartphone that is linked 
   to the door lock.  Operation of Smart Open and Smart Touch highly depends 
   on the smart phone’s GPS  and Bluetooth functionality. 
   ( Operation not guaranteed depending on various user environments )

Approach the smart lock to automatically unlock.

Touch the keypad to automatically unlock.

Smart Open

Smart Touch



Product Philosophy 

Keyin Your Life.
In an overly open society as today, 
protect what matters most, 
and in return be more confident in openness of society. 

“Less is More” means
 Getting rid of all abundance, focusing on basics, 
 and then adding values what is really necessary.

“Add what matter” means
 Offering values that changes life style.




